Safety Spot

The latest LAA Engineering topics
and investigations. By Malcolm McBride

Safety Spot
A flying wire failure during aeros, perished fuel hose
and FOD. Plus be alert to Alerts!

H

ello everyone, as you’re beginning to read this April edition
of Safety Spot. Such is the variety of the occupations of our
members I’m aware, as I put pen to paper, that you could
be reading this in an allotment shed, after a hard morning’s
tillage or taking a break… Perhaps you are in your
workshop, pondering whether to fit this or that part to your embryonic
aircraft now or, fiddling with that pencil behind your ear, leave it until
later – ‘Will I still be able to get that rivet in?’.
Wherever you are, whatever you’re doing, welcome. I hope that your
life hasn’t been turned completely upside-down by COVID-19 and, as
always, we hope that all’s well with you and yours.
I’m writing this edition of Safety Spot, as you would expect, in
mid-March – on the day that the World Health Organisation announced
that the COVID-19 outbreak has officially been classed as a pandemic.
The impact nationally is fast-moving, but thus far at least, the team here
at our Turweston HQ are unaffected. But plans are in place as required.
I say this because if some of the ‘in-the-pipeline’ Alerts and Bulletins
may not have reached the website as you read this, other things may
have got in the way. However, it’s definitely worthwhile keeping your eyes
on the online Alerts often, although a specific issue sits as the basis for
the document, the actual subject matter is discussed in broader terms
and may resonate with your particular operation. A couple of cases in
point are two recent Alerts which, although targeted at owners of a
specific type, contain good advice for all aircraft owners.
The first relates to two LAA Alerts affecting the Van’s RV-12, LAA/
AWA/20/02 – Inspection for Cracks in the Nosewheel Fork and LAA/
AWA/20/03 – Nose Undercarriage Leg Replacement. These Alerts were
created because of the issuance of a couple of Service Bulletins,
respectively SB 19-08-23 and SB 19 08 23, both relating to issues
affecting the nose undercarriage of the RV-12 and mandating parts
changes. Not mandatory devices in their own right, we didn’t feel that we
should enforce them by issuing an LAA Airworthiness Information Leaflet
(AIL) for a number of reasons, principally because the failures that led to
these Bulletins affected only very high-hour aircraft.
Nonetheless, very well done to Van’s for flagging-up these issues.
Keeping a close eye on the undercarriage of your aircraft makes good
sense and, importantly, building regular deep inspections into this area
of the airframe makes for a safe operation.
A recent incident involving a leaky fuel pipe on an EV-97 Eurostar
though did reach a threshold where an AIL (and therefore an Alert)
needed producing – more about this below. Naturally, after we create an

Above As the season progresses, so too does the number of LAA
Airworthiness Alerts (AWA). Two recent Alerts are about issues the
manufacturers of the Van’s RV-12 have had with a high-hour Van’s
RV-12’s nose undercarriage fork and, shown in the picture, a recent
publication from the CAA on the subject of carbon monoxide. A number
of other AWAs are in the pipeline so please keep your eye on the
Engineering section of our website. Photo: Malcolm McBride
Alert, we send a letter to all affected owners letting them know. The Chief
Inspector follows this up by sending a link to the online version to all LAA
Inspectors and, importantly, the affected aircraft’s TADS are updated to
include a link to this new information, as this acts as an information portal
for owners old and new.

Evector EV-97 Eurostar – Fuel Filler Pipe
Inspection

We’ve just received a report from EV-97 kit builder, Martin Child,
explaining that, after a pretty deep inspection, the reason for a fuel smell
in the cockpit has been discovered. He sent us a picture of the culprit
– a faulty fuel filler pipe.
He was quite surprised because his aircraft had only completed a
dozen or so flying hours, but the pipe had clearly perished. I contacted
Martin and we had a long and enjoyable chat, so let’s start nearer to the
beginning of this story than the end. Martin first registered his EV-97 kit
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Left and above One of the AWAs that are in the ‘pipeline’ as I write this
month’s Safety Spot relates to a Technical Information Notice (TIN-042020) issued by The Light Aircraft Company (TLAC), agents for the
Ikarus C42. The TIN asks owners of C42 aircraft more than 10 years old
to carry out a detailed inspection of the structure, initially of all the
control surfaces, and within a sensible period, the rest of the airframe.
The AWA offers access to this TIN. Photos: Paul Hendry-Smith
with us in 2009 but, for all sorts of personal reasons it didn’t take to the
skies until 2019. In fact, when it was very nearly completed, he
negotiated a space in a hangar so that he could fit the wings. Then, well
it’s a long story, but the aircraft finally got completed and, once test flown
and in possession of a brand new Permit to Fly, Martin decided to sell it.
After all, he had another aircraft and he was fairly sure that he wouldn’t
be able to fly two aircraft.
Martin found a potential purchaser and began the process involved
in the sale – first of which was that the aircraft had to be moved to a new
home. It was on this re-positioning flight that the pilot, a microlight
instructor, noticed a very severe smell of petrol.
After landing, he got his tools out so that he could de-panel the
aircraft and find the source of the smell, which was powerful enough to
suggest a bad leak somewhere in the fuel system. I don’t need to say
here that the cause of any smell of petrol in an aircraft needs to be
investigated and the source found. For goodness sake, don’t fly an
aircraft with a cockpit that smells of petrol. Nobody needs an engine or
cockpit fire, and that will be the inevitable eventual result of a fuel leak.
Anyway, after the seat was removed and the rear panel was lifted,
our microlight instructor was surprised to find a torch lurking around the
control circuits – origin unknown. Eventually, the cause of the fuel smell
was found, see the picture of the rubber component but, after spotting
the torch, and the perished fuel hose, Martin decided to carry out a full
inspection of the whole airframe, which was exactly the right thing to do.
Naturally, by the time you read this we’ll have (fingers crossed)
issued an Airworthiness Information Leaflet (AIL) requiring owners of
EV-97 aircraft to check this fuel pipe, a natural response I hope you
agree. But, after a year ‘in Permit’, how come the failure – and what
about that torch? Well, for me, this is a classic ‘human factors’ issue.
First the pipe. I don’t know the sequence of the build but, for sure,
this pipe came with the kit, so we know that it is at least 12 years
old. We don’t know where or how it was stored during this period,
but issues of materials degradation normally involve both temporal
and environmental factors. Of course, there’s always the possibility
that the component was defective at the start of its life, but this
calls up the question as to why this wasn’t spotted when the part
was first fitted.
As for the torch? Well, this really amplifies the problems of
protracted, multi-person inspections. During the process of the build,
various sections of the airframe were inspected in stages – it was only
at the end of the process that one inspector took charge, though this

Above It’s a sensible idea to be able to fill a fuselage-mounted fuel
tank from outside the cockpit in any light sports aircraft. The picture
(above) shows the way that Evector have achieved this on their EV-97,
though because the pipe connecting the filler neck to the tank can be
hidden away behind upholstered trim, it might be neglected. The
picture (top) shows a perished pipe which was found to be the reason
for an ongoing fuel smell in the cockpit. There’s an Airworthiness
Information Leaflet (AIL) in the pipeline which will require EV-97
owners to check this part following this latest failure report.
Photo: Malcolm McBride / Martin Child
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Top During the exploration into the reason for a very bad fuel smell in
an EV-97, the cockpit trim and seats were removed to trace the
source. As you can see from the picture, FOD (Foreign Object Debris)
remains just as big a hazard now as when I first giggled at the term in
the 1970s.
Above The reason why the pilot of a BMAA training aircraft had to
carry out a forced landing for real – more FOD. It doesn’t take much
FOD to spoil your day – keep tidy. Photo: Martin Child/Nick Stone

Above When Julian Doswell reported the failed flying wire, he
explained that the failure occurred shortly after he’d completed a +5g
to -2 manoeuvre called the ‘Humpty Bump’. I didn’t have a clue what
that was, so I looked it up – apart from the fact that Julian approached
the sequence the right way up, the sketch above illustrates the
manoeuvre. Though this sketch implies that the aircraft is trying for a
hole-in-one, I’m sure this isn’t the objective!

Above: I’m sure that you don’t need any ‘spotter’ qualification to
recognise this aircraft, even though it is pictured at a strange angle!
Yes, it’s an aerobatic Christen Eagle – this one has just landed after
being flown back to base after an aerobatic sortie, to quote the pilot,
‘very carefully’. The reason, well, note the failed flying wire!
Photo: Julian Doswell
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Cabane Structure

Flying Wires Landing Wires Interplane Strut
Top For readers not familiar with the wire-braced structures found on most biplanes, this photo gives a name to the various wires – note that
both the flying and landing wires are doubled up but there are only single wires keeping the tailplane in place. Photo: Pascal Simon
was something that for all sorts of reasons, ended up going on for
quite some time.
Well done to the microlight instructor, who was only initially charged
with the responsibility of ferrying the aircraft from one place to another,
for not walking ‘on the other side of the road’ after smelling fuel. Had
there been a fire in the air, a distinct possibility, it’s very unlikely that the
cause would have been found, though the torch under the seat would
have probably raised eyebrows. The lesson here? If you are going to
carry out an inspection which is effectively going to release an aircraft for
its first flight, check everything, especially if you note from the
worksheets that the last inspection was completed many years ago.

Christen Eagle – Flying Wire Failure

I’m not sure about you but I’m not lucky enough these days to be flying
anything that can actually turn upside down. Not so my long-term friend
Julian Doswell who, along with a mate, operates one of those eyewateringly beautiful Christen Eagle kit-build aerobatic aircraft we all
dreamed about building in the 1990s. Julian, whose more regular seat
can be found at the front of a Boeing 787, has always been partial to the
unusual. We first met at Enstone airfield where he, working with Gerry
Breen, was trying to teach beginners to fly another Eagle – the ultralite
version made by American Aerolights. All that was a very long time ago!
Anyway, Julian got in touch to explain that he’d just been practicing
the Humpty Bump in his Christen Eagle when, just after the manoeuvre,
one of the flying wires failed. He carefully flew back to base and took a
full breath again as the wheels touched the ground. Now, as I’ve
intimated, I’ve known Julian for many years, and one thing he isn’t is
slap-dash. During the report I was expecting to hear that the failure had
occurred from a corrosion pit; this being perhaps the most normal place
for a materials failure of this sort to originate. But Julian was insistent that
there wasn’t a blemish on the wires on his machine. He said, “After every
flight I clean the wires down with an oily rag.” Just as it says in the book.
When we got the section of failed wire back at HQ and took a close-in
picture of the fracture face, we were indeed surprised that the origin of
the failure, clear in the pictures as you can see, didn’t come from a pit at
all – though there was a darkened area which may have been an
inclusion in the stainless steel stock bar before it was cold-rolled into its

Top A section of flying wire surrounding the failure shows
fairly classic overload ‘banding’, generally associated with
high-cycle fatigue. Note that the failure starts from a point in
the underside (lower face) of the wire, we think this is an
inclusion in the material making up the wire as there’s no
corrosion pitting in any other areas of the wire.
Middle The broken end of the Eagle’s flying wire – note the
45˚ angle at the fracture, a common feature in torsional
overload failures.
Above Sent in by LAA Inspector Nick Stone, this flying wire
was removed, quite rightly, from an Auster tailplane because
of multiple corrosion pits.
Photos: Malcolm McBride / Nick Stone
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final shape. These wires were most likely made in the 1990s, and, from
the outside at least, were in perfect (polished) condition. The logbook
shows that the aircraft had flown about 500 hours, 250 of these in the US
where the aircraft was originally built.
I managed to have a chat with the extraordinarily busy de Havilland
Support Ltd boss, Mark Miller; it’s always time well spent. Many of the de
Havilland types currently flying under an LAA administered Permit to Fly
have a wire-braced structure, so Mark was a good port of call in that a
while back now, he wrote a Technical News Sheet (TNS CT (Moth)
No. 23 Issue 4) discussing how best to look after flying wires.
Though aimed at DH-82 (Tiger Moth) owners, the information
contained within applies to all aircraft with flying wires so, with
permission, I pass on some of this info.
Mark writes: The few known failures of either carbon steel or stainless
steel streamline wires on de Havilland aeroplanes (other than those
caused purely by over tightening of the lock nuts) have occurred in the
oval streamlined portion rather than from a thread root. Failures have
been orientated at an angle of precisely 45° to the longitudinal axis, as
viewed on the broad face of the wire. On the limited available evidence
of in-service failure, it appears that fracture may be most likely at a point
about 2-3ins (50-75 mm) along the streamline from either round end.”
(Julian’s wire failed 70mm from the ‘round end’).
However, the respective causes of failure in service and static tests
are quite different. Uniaxial tensile test specimens fail in overload on the

45° plane of maximum shear stress, whereas in-service fracture faces
have shown fatigue striations which are the result largely of prolonged
torsional vibration. It is alternating torsion which produces the
characteristic 45° inclination of surface breaking cracks, and
occasionally results in two intersecting crack lines which form a
distinctive ‘X’ pattern.
An unaided visual inspection is unlikely to detect an incipient fatigue
failure but the three main factors that might promote a failure (vibration
due to improper tensioning or unfavourable angular position, mechanical
damage to the surface, and corrosion damage) are readily detectable.
Pilots should be briefed to report vibrating wires and high priority
must be given to rectification, possibly with brief test flights to assess the
results. A detailed visual inspection for all forms of damage (whether on
carbon steel or ‘stainless’ wires) is advisable at all scheduled
maintenance opportunities.
There’s a couple of points worth keeping in mind when flying an
aircraft with flying wires, and it is only when flying that a pilot can see
whether the structural system is working correctly. It’s a bit like a yacht,
you can only rig the mast after seeing what the leeward wires are doing
when hard pressed against a good blow. Note though that the Eagle has
a wire braced system designed to take an equal load when inverted,
and also that these wires are doubled up – which was excellent news for
Julian of course. However, this can introduce rigging problems,
especially with regard to ‘on-load’ tension – one wire will almost certainly
Left and below Investigative work some time ago revealed an
interesting mode in which flying wires fail – intuitively, one would
imagine that a wire will fail if it is subjected to too much tension. Of
course, if a wire is asked to carry more than it is able, it will fail in
pure tension. The picture on the left reveals that all is not as it might
first seem – note the 45˚ angles in the cross-hairs, this picture was
taken by Mark Miller from a wire that had failed elsewhere along its
length, the red is an area of cracking highlighted by dye penetrant.
The picture (below) taken from DHSL’s exposition on flying wires
(TNS 23), gives de Havilland engineers some visual advice about
what is (and what isn’t) acceptable.
Photo: de Havilland Support Ltd.
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be carrying more than the other, and it’s likely that the wire carrying less
load will be prone to vibration. Pilots feel this as a ‘buzz’ and Mark
suggests: Any significant loss of wire tension should be investigated and
corrected as soon as identified.
If torsional vibration was the cause of the wire failure on the Eagle,
and this seems likely, then it’s also likely that during some points in the
flight profile the wire was ‘buzzing’ – even a correctly tensioned
streamline wire may be seen to ‘buzz’ in flight. This condition may be
detectable only by a slightly blurred appearance, but it is highly
damaging. A slight rotational adjustment to the ‘incidence’ of the
vibrating wire, made at the nearest fork end to the problem area, should
suppress any tendency to oscillate. If not, it may be that some engine,
propeller or engine installation defect is inducing abnormal vibration.

Cockpit ergonomics and a loss of control
during landing

You have often heard me say, probably mostly through the printed word,
that there’s no such thing as a single cause aircraft failure event
(perhaps ‘scafe’ – a new term?). Such is the case with almost every Loss
of Control – Landing [LOC (L)] event suffered by LAA pilots last year
and, for accuracy every preceding year. We’ve learned between us,
over the years, that distraction is a major precipitator in a LOC (L) event.
Another cause is what I might describe as a discombobulation event.
In a discombob event, the brain is behind the situational reality by just a
tiny fraction of time… and the arms and legs fall in line, just behind the
brain. This is not, I might quickly say, a fault in the individual, latency is
very normal for humans when faced with an unknown (or unpracticedfor) situation.
Such was the case with the first LOC (L) event of 2020, which
occurred to an LAA pilot flying a nose-wheel variant of the Eurofox.
Our man, an accomplished pilot who flies regularly, was carrying
out a short-field landing when, just after a normal touchdown, as
would be normal when landing in a restricted space he went for the
brakes and, while his right hand travelled to the cockpit-mounted
‘T’ brake handle, he clouted the throttle. Because the Eurofox is
powered by a Rotax engine, the throttle is biased open. You can
guess the rest – discombobulation.
The incident itself, which ended up with a broken nose undercarriage,
would be considered a minor one in incident/accident terms, but this is
very likely going to cost this member his flying season, so it’s a major loss
to him… I feel his pain.
He felt that the cause of the incident was the poorly positioned

Above After any incident it makes sense to look at all the factors
involved if lessons are to be learnt. A recent event where the pilot
overran after landing on a rather short runway was due, in part, to him
bashing the throttle open while going for the panel mounted brake.
Cockpit ergonomics often take a while to get used to, and lack of
space often forces designers into a corner where switches, levers and
handles have to be placed in less than ideal positions.
Photo: Adrian Lloyd.
‘T’ handle. Coupled with the bias in the throttle, I’d agree (partially) but I
don’t think I’ve ever flown an aircraft that doesn’t have a few ergonomic
‘gotchas’. So, what’s the cure for discombobulation? Well, taking a little
more care is all I can really advise.
I’m lucky enough to be able to fly the local club’s Piper J5 Cub, at
least if my finances permit, so not this month as I’ve just had to get the
bike through the MOT – another tale.
Anyway, the mixture control is right where I expect the carb. heat
control to be, and vice-versa – I am more used to an aircraft with the
levers in different places. So, I make a point of looking to see that I have
my hand on the correct control before actually pulling it, as I’m not keen
on stopping the engine by pulling the mixture instead of the carb heat as
I come downwind.
That reminds me, I must practice some PFLs from within the circuit
next time I go flying.
Keep safe. Fair Winds. ■

LAA engineering charges
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
				
£300
Plans Built Aircraft 				
£50
Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only 			
£40
Initial Permit issue
Up to 450kg 					
£450
451-999kg 					
£550
1,000kg and above 				
£650
Permit Renewal (can now be paid online via LAA Shop)
Up to 450kg 					
£155
451-999kg					
£200
1,000kg and above 				
£230
Factory-built gyroplanes (all weights) 			
£250
Note: if the last Renewal wasn’t administered by
the LAA an extra fee of £125 applies
Modification application
Prototype modification			
minimum £60
Repeat modification			
minimum £30

Transfer
(from C of A to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg 					
451 to 999kg					
1,000kg and above 				
Four-seat aircraft
Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
Project registration royalty 				
Category change
Group A to microlight				
Microlight to Group A 				
Change of G-Registration fee
Issue of Permit documents following G-Reg change
Replacement Documents
Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)			
Latest SPARS – No 17 April 2018

£150
£250
£350
£2,000
£50
£135
£135
£45
£20

PLEASE NOTE: When you’re submitting documents using an
A4-sized envelope, a First Class stamp is insufficient postage.
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